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About This Content
Yogscast, the UK’s most watched YouTube channel, run an annual charity drive for the month of December. This year, they are
teaming up with SEGA and taking the drive to the next level in a race against the fastest Hedgehog in the world. The Yogscast’s
very own Simon Lane, aka Honeydew, is now available as a brand new DLC character in Sonic & All-Stars Racing
Transformed™ with 100% of all SEGA and Yogscast proceeds being donated to the SpecialEffect charity.
For more information about Special Effect and the fantastic work that they do, please visit their main website,
www.specialeffect.org.uk.
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Title: Sonic and All-Stars Racing Transformed - Yogscast DLC
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Sumo Digital
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2013
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8
Processor: 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent
Memory: 1GB Ram (Windows XP), 2GB Ram (Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8)
Graphics: 256MB with Shader Model 3.0 support
DirectX®: 9.0c
Hard Drive: 6.7GB free hard drive space
Sound: DirectX 9 Compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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sonic and all-stars racing transformed - yogscast dlc
its a fun game well when you finished the story mode and there is inferno mode if you play that mode its literal cancer but you
will get used to it so yeah i recommend buying this game even though its expensive but its worth it. Very nice for the price. It
would be nice if it were a little more versatile, a few adjustments for the cars later on would be nice. If player could pick the
number of laps and or have a few more tracks would be a very nice next step for this game. Limiting it to 3 laps and 4 tracks
does get a little boring.. Can`t use it with ps4 controller :( Spent 3 hours trying to get it to work and now i can`t even refund :( :(
It`s not a bad game though.... Early access. I mean like SUPER early access game. Seems that ultrawide resolutions aren't
supported. The audio is horrible and could use some work. I couldn't even walk straight to the door I had to follow a path
coming out of the very first building in the startup tutorial or whatever. This could use a lot more polish before it's ready to be
considered a decent early access game.. How can I convert my STEAM wallet to TURIK Coz I have balance in dota2.. Khan
STEAM PLS HELP. So far I have to agree with Icemonkey this XXXXing UPlay PUP (Potentially Unwanted Program) is a
pain in the♥♥♥♥♥
I have installed the game have tried over and over to create an account with UPLAY but it rejects my username/password, even
thouh it's what they sent me!!!
Entering in to the game I cant fly anything as there are no missions without logging in XXXX me sideways.
Oh and the YUPLAY site isn't even all in english.
I played the demo with out a care in the world but this bought version is .............................
. I only played the first level, not in VR, so this is a review only about what I played. There are spoilers after the pros and cons,
its only stuff you get in the hints.
Pros:
Challenging
Themeing done well
Easy controlls
Cons:
This doesnt play like an escape room
A lot of unused space in the second area of the mine making it feel empty
Some clues around the rooms just don't fit. E.G: the '1234' with the '2' in red should of been on a custom asset rather than just
slapped on the side of the original asset. It ruins the themeing of the room a little.
I have only done two real life escape rooms, I did one in Febuary (this one was based on the fact that you are unable too see, you
had to use your sences) and I did one this month, September, for my bday. In both of these escape rooms and other rooms world
wide, breaking things is not allowed and all rooms are designed for everyone to be able to solve it. Therefore, when I had to get
an item out of a barrel by breaking it, I had to get that solution from a hint because you cant do that in real escape rooms and
when you had break the padlock instead of finding a key, again, you cant do that.
So, if you are looking for a virtual escape room, this is enjoyable but you will find it difficult. If you are looking for one of
those escape room games you find in the app markets but in VR, this is the game for you.
I might buy the other levels but for something that is selling itself as a multiplayer escape room, I was expecting a simulation
rather than another basic escape room game.
P.S: The skeleton with no arms, could you give it a reason it is standing up straight? It kinda ruined my immersion. Even if it is
hanging from a rope around it's neck, it looks a lot better than a skeleton just standing there. It just doesnt make sence.. This is
not a good game!!. I just got this with the Humble Monthly and I'm loving it.. It's a lot like GORN, except more serious and way
harder. But, if it's a lot like GORN, why am I giving a negative review?
Three reasons:
1 - Sound effects are sub par and get annoying quickly.
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2 - Enemies like to spasm and strike through themselves in a way that can't be blocked intentionally.
3 - The last update for this game was AGES ago, and that's my biggest issue.
If the developer continued to refine and improve this product, I would 100% recommend it. It's a good game, and it'll definitely
give you a workout and scratch that VR Swordplay itch better than anything else out there (even GORN). I just can't bring
myself to recommend something that the developer seems to have abandoned. Last update I saw was the Shields update, which
was great, but the game still doesn't have enough polish.
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It is a nice but not too long of a game. In the style of "Druids". Make sure you save often and remember you have a finite
inventory selection. There are plenty of fun puzzles and some good action and lots of reloading.
Good Luck destroying the demon best use the +5 Axe it is the best.. DO NOT GET THIS GAME =
the dev of the game seems to have cut and run =/...
if you want a game similair to this got get Gnomoria
its still actively updated, and 100 times better...
devs seems to ignore all posts on the isomer steam forums,
and the games websites forum itself.... I don't see hellboy..... game play is boring and finicity i dont like the graphics. i just dont
like this game at all waste of time. pinnacle of video-game industry
got it only for the achievements
Also the waifus are trash. Great Game with Great Character Development. I enjoyed every second I had on it! <3 The storyline
might stump you at some points but it isn't too hard if you put the clues together. I would be more than happy to buy the second
season to this game if there is one in the future! :D The music is a wonderful touch to this fun and exciting adventure game.
Overall I think this game is excellent especially for it's low price! It's worth the 90+ minutes I spent on it, and it's totally
replayable just to see how fast and efficent I can test and remember the objectives. Hope this helped anyone who was thinking
about getting it!
SPOILER ALERT!
I really enjoyed the mini games within the game. I thought it was really creative and I enjoyed the quickness of respawn and just
the visuals for a 2D platform game! I did have a little trouble on the ladder but not enough to pound the developers.
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